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Abstract 

We consider the decomposition of symplectic structures by Poisson structures or 
presymplectic structures and give an example which admits no non-trivial 
compact decompositions. 
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1. Introduction 

Symplectic structures on differentiable manifolds are interesting in 
both physics and mathematics (e.g., Abraham and Marsden [1], 
Guillemin and Sternberg [13]). In physics, it gives the framework of 
classical mechanics and is studied at the present time (e.g., Cantrijn et 
al. [9], Norris [18], Paufler and Roemer [19], Sardanashvily [20]). On the 
other hand, in mathematics, symplectic structures appear in not only 
differential geometry but also topology (e.g., Atiyah [2], Gromov [12]), 
complex geometry (e.g., Atiyah and Bott [3], Donaldson [10], Mabuchi 
[15]), and statistics (e.g., Barndorff-Nielsen and Jupp [4], Friedrich [11], 
Nakamura [17]).  

A symplectic structure is a structure on a manifold possessing the 
integrability and non-degenerateness. As generalizations of this 
structure there are Poisson and presymplectic structures. These are 
considered as “degenerate” symplectic structures and have resemblance 
and different points. For example, these two structures define foliations 
of the manifold but the directions of leaves are different. 

In this paper, we discuss how to construct a symplectic structure on a 
manifold by degenerate structures, i.e., Poisson structures and 
presymplectic structures. This is considered as a decomposition of a 
symplectic structure and is described by states of foliations defined by 
these structures. In general, let 1F  and 2F  be foliations of a manifold M. 

Denote by ( )xD1  and ( )xD2  tangent spaces of leaves of 1F  and 2F  passing 

through ,Mx ∈  respectively. We define 21 FF =  if ( ) ( )xDxD 21 =  for any 

Mx ∈  and M=⊕ 21 FF  if ( ) ( ) MTxDxD x=⊕ 21  for any .Mx ∈  

Theorem 1.1. (i) Let ,2,1, =∏ ii  be regular Poisson structures on M 

and let i∏F  be the foliation of M defined by .i∏  Assume that ( )1rank ∏  

( ) .dimrank 2 M=∏+  Then ,2,1, =∏ ii  define a symplectic structure on 

M if and only if .21 M=⊕ ∏∏ FF   

(ii) Let ,2,1, =ω ii  be presymplectic structures with constant rank     

on M and let iωF  be foliations defined by .iω  Assume that  
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( ) ( ) .dimrankrank 21 M=ω+ω  Then ,2,1, =ω ii  define a symplectic 

structure on M if and only if .21 M=⊕ ωω FF   

(iii) Let ∏  and ω  be a regular Poisson structure and a presymplectic 
structure with constant rank on M and let ∏F  and ωF  be foliations of M 

defined by ∏  and ,ω  respectively. Assume that ( ) ( ) =ω+∏ rankrank  

.dim M  Then ∏  and ω  define a symplectic structure on M if and only if 

ω∏ = FF  and there exists an integrable distribution ( ){ } MxxD ∈=D  on 

M such that the restriction of ω  to D  is nondegenerate at each point in 
.Mx ∈  

Conversely, if there exists a foliation 1F  of a symplectic manifold 

( )Ω,M  such that the restriction of Ω  to every leaf of 1F  is non-

degenerate, then there is a regular Poisson structure on M. In addition, if 
there exists a foliation 2F  of M such that ,21 M=⊕ FF  then there exist 

regular Poisson structures 21, ∏∏  and presymplectic structures 21, ωω  

with constant rank on M such that 1∏  is compatible with 1ω  and 2∏  is 

compatible with .2ω  

Though we may consider inexpensively the case of 

(iv) ;11 M=⊕ ω∏ FF       (v) ;21 ∏∏ = FF       (vi) ,21 ωω = FF  

by means of conditions of foliations, we lack information to define a 
symplectic structure on M. The case (iv) was studied of Vaisman [22] and 
applied to the geometric quantization (in this case, we have a 
horsymplectic structure as in De Barros [5]. Cf. dual P-p structures in 
Błaszak and Marciniak [6]). In our work, a result in Vaisman [22] is 
crucial. For (v) and (vi), we only note that by the equivariant Darboux 
theorem the local theory is completely determined (e.g., Guillemin and 
Sternberg [13]). 
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By Theorem 1.1, there exists a decomposition of a symplectic 
structure Ω  on M by Poisson structures or presymplectic structures, if 
and only if there exist foliations 1F  and 2F  of M such that 

M=⊕ 21 FF  and the restriction of Ω  to no fewer than leaves of one of 

foliations (and then all leaves of both foliations) is nondegenerate. The 
pair ( )21, FF  of these foliations is called a decomposition of .Ω  If all 

leaves of 1F  and 2F  are compact, then the decomposition ( )21, FF  is 

called compact. By taking a direct product of compact symplectic 
manifolds, we obtain an example of compact decompositions. We easily 
have an example of non compact decompositions on 4-dimensional torus 

4T  by 2-dimensional planes with irrational slant. It is well know that 
every compact homogeneous symplectic manifold with Kirillov-Kostant-
Souriau form is expressed as a coadjoint orbit of suitable coadjoint action. 
In view of Theorem 1.1, we have the following: 

Theorem 1.2. On compact Kählerian homogeneous space ( ),,2 ΩHG  

there exist no non-trivial compact decompositions of Ω  by invariant 
structures. 

Note that H in the theorem above is either ( )2U  or 2T  and the 

second Betti number of 2
2 TG  is two. 

2. Poisson and Presymplectic Structures 

Let M be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold. We donote by 

( ),TMpΛ  the space of all p-vectors, i.e., anti-symmetric contravariant 

tensor fields of type ( ),0,p  where ( ) ( ).0 MCTM ∞=Λ  The Lie derivative 

( ),, 1 TMXLX Λ∈  on M acts on ( )TMqΛ  by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ){ } ( ).,,expexp
0

TMQMxxtXQtXdt
dxQL q
t

X Λ∈∈−= ∗
=

 

(2.1) 
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For ( ),,, 1
1 TMXX p Λ∈…  we define 

[ ] ,:, QLQX iXi =  

[ ] ( ) [ ],,ˆ1:, 1
1

1
1 QXXXXQXX ipi

i
p

i
p  +

=

−= ∑  (2.2) 

then we have the operator 

[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ),:, 1 MMM qpqp −+Λ→Λ×Λ   (2.3) 

satisfying (2.1), which is called the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket. (For 

detail, see, e.g., Vaisman [23]). A 2-vector ( )TM2Λ∈∏  is called a 

Poisson structure, if [ ] .0, =∏∏  If we locally express ∏  as 

,
1,

jiij

n

ji xx ∂

∂

∂

∂∏=∏ ∑
=

  

then [ ] 0, =∏∏  is equivalent to 

.0=∏
∂
∂∏+∏

∂
∂∏+∏

∂
∂∏ ij

h
hi

h
hjj

h
hi xxx kkk  

We next give an alternative definition of Poisson structures. For 

( ),, MCgf ∞∈  we define the bilinear form { } ( ) ( ) ( )MCMCMC ∞∞∞ →×:,  

on ( )MC∞  by  

{ } ( ) ( ) ,,:,
1, ji

ij

n

ji
x
g

x
fxdgdfgf

∂
∂

∂
∂∏=∏= ∑

=

 

and call the Poisson bracket. This bracket satisfies 

{ }{ } { }{ } { }{ } ,0,,,,,, =++ gfhfhghgf   (2.4) 

for any ( )MChgf ∞∈,,  if and only if ∏  is a Poisson structure on M. 
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For ( ),MCf ∞∈  the vector field ( )MX f X∈  defined by 

{ },, fggX f =  

is called the Hamiltonian vector field of f. Define a map 

,: TMMT →∏ ∗  

by ( ) .fXdf =∏  If a Poisson structure is defined from a symplectic 

structure on M, then this map is non-degenerate (linear isomorphic at 

each point in M), while this ∏  is degenerate in general. The additive 

structures to define the inverse of ∏  is given in the next section 
(Lemma 3.1). We define the rank of ∏  at Mx ∈  as the rank of the 

linear map ( )x∏  and denote by ( )( ).rank x∏  Note that ( )( )x∏rank  is 

always even. A Poisson structure ∏  whose rank is constant on M is 
especially called regular. For regular Poisson manifolds, we have the 
following: 

Lemma 2.1. For every point x in a regular Poisson manifold 

{ }( ),,,M  there exists a local chart ( )rnrr zzyyxxU 2111 ,,,,,,,,, −………  

of x such that 

{ } { } { } ,0,,,, ==δ= jiji
ij

ji zyzxyx  

{ } { } { } ,0,,, === jijiji zzyyxx  

where .rank:2 ∏=r  

In this lemma, { }.const=iz  defines a global foliation F  of M. 

Indeed, for ,Mx ∈  if we set 

( ) { ( ) ( ) },.s.t;: XxXMCfMTXxD fx =∈∈= ∞∃  

then ( )( ) ( )xDx dimrank =∏  and ( )xDMx∪ ∈
 defines the foliation .F  

Here the integrability of ( )xDMx∪ ∈
 follows from [ ] 0, =∏∏  or the 
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Jacobi identity (2.4). Moreover, ∏  induces a symplectic structure on each 
leaf of .F  Note that on general Poisson manifold, the distribution defined 
above is integrable and define a foliation called the symplectic foliation. 

Lemma 2.2. Let M be a 2n-dimensional differentiable manifold, Ω  be 
a nondegenerate 2-form on M, and F  be a foliation of M. Assume that all 
leaves of F  are of dimension k2  and the restriction of Ω  to every leaf 
defines a symplectic structure on the leaf. Then, there exists a Poisson 
structure on M induced from the symplectic structures on the leaves of .F  

For the proof, see Vaisman [23]. Note that this lemma holds for more 
general situation and the Poisson structure constructed in the lemma is 
called a Dirac structure. 

We next review the definition and properties of presymplectic 
structures. The pair ( )ω,M  of a differentiable manifold M and 2-form ω  

on M is a presymplectic manifold, if ω  is closed 2-form on M. Because ω  
is a 2-form, at each ,Mx ∈  we have the linear map 

MTMT xx
∗→ω :  

( ) ,ωXiX  

where i denotes the interior product. In the case of symplectic manifolds, 
this map is isomorphic. By the closedness of ,ω  we have a foliation on M. 

Indeed, let ( ) { ( ) } .,0;: MxXiMTXxV x ∈=ω∈=  We define the rank of 

ω  at Mx ∈  by the codimension of ( )xV  and denote by ( )( ).rank xω  Note 

that ( )( )xωrank  is always even. From now on, we assume that the rank of 

ω  is constant on M. It follows that ( )xVMx∪ ∈
=:V  defines a 

distribution on M by the Frobenius theorem. Denote the maximal 
connected integral submanifold of V  through Mx ∈  by ( ).xN  The 

foliation defined by ( ) ,, MxxN ∈  is called the null foliation (in Vaisman 

[22], it is called the vertical foliation). We denote by NM  the leaf space 

of the foliation. In general, NM  admits no manifold structures. 
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Let ( )SS ω,  be a symplectic manifold and N be a manifold, and set 

.: NSM ×=  Then the pull-back Sω
∗
1pr  of ω  on S with respect to the 

projection onto the first factor SM →:pr1  defines a presymplectic 

structure on M. Conversely, every presymplectic manifold with constant 
rank locally has this form. Indeed, the following Darboux type theorem 
holds for presymplectic manifolds. 

Lemma 2.3. For every point x in a presymplectic manifold ( ),, ωM  

there exists a local chart ( )rnrr zzyyxxU 2111 ,,,,,,,,; −………  such 

that 

( ) .,,,,, 11

1

iirr
i

r

i
dydxyyxxa ……∑

=

=ω  

Here r is the half of the rank of .ω  

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 

We first collect properties about Poisson and presymplectic structures 
before giving the proof of Theorem 1.1. Poisson and presymplectic 
structures may be considered as “degenerate” symplectic structures. We 
first see differences between these structures. If ω  is a presymplectic 
structure with constant rank on a manifold M, then there is a map 

.: MTTM ∗→ω  

On the other hand, if we have a Poisson structure ∏  on M, then we have 

.: TMMT →∏ ∗  

Although in both cases, we have maps between TM and ,MT ∗  directions 

of maps are different. Furthermore, Poisson and presymplectic structures 
define foliations of M. However, the directions of leaves are different (for 
Poisson structures, the resulting foliations are symplectic foliations, 
whereas for presymplectic structures these are null foliations). 
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For a regular Poisson structure ∏  and a presymplectic structure ω  
with constant rank (ranks are both 2r), if 

( ) ( ) id,andid ImIm =∏ω=ω∏ ω∏   (3.1) 

hold, then ∏  is compatible with ω  or ω  is compatible with .∏  The 
existence of compatible structures is given by 

Lemma 3.1 (Vaisman [22]). (i) Let ( )ω,M  be a presymplectic 

manifold and V  be the distribution on TM defined by .ω  If there exists an 
integrable distribution D  on M satisfying ,TM=⊕ VD  then there is a 

compatible-ω  Poisson structure ∏  on M. 

(ii) Let ( )∏,M  be a Poisson manifold and set ( ).: MT ∗∏=V  If there 

exists an integrable distribution D  on M satisfying ,TM=⊕ VD  then 

there is a compatible-∏  presymplectic structure ω  on M. 

Proof. (i) By ,VD ⊕=TM  we have ,∗∗∗ ⊕= VDMT  where 

{ ( ) 0; =α∈α= ∗∗ vMTD  for all }.V∈v  For any ,MT ∗∈α  we set 

,∗∗ ⊕∈α+α=α VDp
P  

and define TMMT →∏ ∗:  and 2-vector ∏  by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (( ) ( ) ( ) ( )).,:,,: 111 PPP βωαωω=βα∏αω=α∏ −−−  

Since D  is integrable, ∏  satisfies (2.4) and then define a Poisson 
structure on M (cf. Lichnerowicz [14]). Obviously ∏  is .compatible-ω  We 

also obtain (ii) the same as (i).  

For a presymplectic manifold M, a Poisson bracket is defined on not 

hole ( )MC∞  but the subalgebra ( ) { ( ) fMCfNMC ;: ∞∞ ∈=  is constant 

on any leaf of the null foliation}. The reason why a Poisson bracket 
cannot be defined is that ω  is degenerate and lack of information about 
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null directions. A sufficient condition to define a Poisson bracket on 

( )MC∞  is (i) of Lemma 3.1, and (ii) of Lemma 3.1 is a condition that a 

Poisson structure determines a closed 2-form. 

By Lemma 3.1, we may prove Theorem 1.1 as follows. (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem 1.1 is easy to check by the definition of symplectic structures 
and (iii) is reduced to (i) or (ii) by Lemma 3.1. The latter half of     
Theorem 1.1 follows from Lemma 2.2. 

Remark 3.2. (i) Let 1F  and 2F  be foliations on a symplectic 

manifold ( )Ω,M  such that .21 M=⊕ FF  Assume that ( )xD1
Ω  is 

nondegenerate for all .Mx ∈  In this situation, 

( ( ) ( )) { } ,,0, 21 MxxDxD ∈∀=Ω  

does not hold in general. For example, let 

,, 4321444 dxdxdxdxTM  +=Ω== ZR  

where 4321 ,,, xxxx  is the coordinates on 2T  induced from the 

canonical coordinates of .4R  If we define 

{ } { },,span,,span 42312211 ∂+∂∂+∂=∂∂= DD  

where ( ),4,3,2,1: =∂∂=∂ ixi
i  then 

1DΩ•  and 
2DΩ  are nondegenerate; 

( ) 1, =Ω• YX  for 12: LX ∈∂=  and .: 231 LY ∈∂+∂=  

(ii) For a decomposition of symplectic structure Ω  on M by 
presymplectic structures 1ω  and ,2ω  i.e., ( ),2121 M=⊕ω+ω=Ω ωω FF  

there does not necessarily exist symplectic manifolds ( ) ( )2211 ,,, ωω MM  

such that .21 MMM ×=  
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.2 

Let {( ) } HGppD
211 ∈=D  and {( ) } HGppD

222 ∈=D  be non-trivial 

invariant integrable distributions on a compact Kählerian homogeneous 
space HG2  on which 2G  acts effectively. To prove Theorem 1.2, we may 

show the following: Let ( )oLi  denote the leaf of iD  through the origin 

( ).2,12 =∈ iHGo  If both ( )oL1  and ( )oL2  are compact, then 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),sumdirect212 ooo DDHGT ⊕=  

cannot hold. In order to show this, we first see the following: 

Proposition 4.1. Let { } HGppD
2∈=D  be a non-trivial, invariant, 

integrable distribution on a compact Kählerian homogeneous space HG2  

on which 2G  acts effectively. Suppose that the leaf ( )oL  of D  through o  

is compact. Then, there exists a compact, connected subgroup K of 
maximal rank of ,2G  which satisfies two conditions: 

(i) ;2GKH ⊊⊊  

(ii) ( ( ))HKTdD ogp τ=  for any point ( ) ,2 HGop g ∈= τ  

where ,, 2Ggg ∈τ  denotes a transformation of HG2  defined by 

( ) gaHaHg =:τ  for .2 HGaH ∈  

Proof. Let ( )22 Lie: G=g  and ( ).Lie: H=h  By Theorem 2 in 

Matsushima [16, p. 56], H is the centralizer of a torus of 2G  and then 

.rankrank 2 HG =   (4.1) 

It is clear that HG2  is a reductive homogeneous space and so there 

exists a vector subspace m  of ,2g  which satisfies two conditions: 

( ) ( ) ( ) .allforAdbanda 2 Hhh ∈⊂⊕= mmmhg  
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Hereafter, we identify ( )HGTo 2  with m  and assume oD  is a subspace of 

.m  Note that { } m⊊⊊ oD0  because D  is non-trivial. Since { } HGppD
2∈=D  

is invariant and integrable, we are able to deduce that 

( ) [ ] .,,allforAd ooooo DDDHhDDh ⊕⊂∈⊂ h   (4.2) 

Define a subspace k  of 2g  by 

.: oD⊕= hk  

Then (4.2) implies that k  is a subalgebra of .2g  Let K be the connected 

Lie subgroup of 2G  with ( ) .Lie k=K  By virtue of ,2gkh ⊊⊊  we see that 

.20 GKH ⊊⊊  Here 0H  denotes the identity component of H. Therefore, 

the first condition (i) holds; 

,2GKH ⊊⊊   (4.3) 

because H is connected (see Matsushima [16, Theorem 2, p. 56]). Since H 
is closed in 2G  and since the identity mapping of K into 2G  is 

continuous, H is closed in K. From now on, we are going to verify that 
( )oL  coincides with .HK  In terms of ,oD⊕= hk  we conclude that 

( ) .oo DHKT =  Accordingly, the second condition (ii) holds; 

( ( )) ( ) ,pointanyfor 2 HGopHKTdD gogp ∈== ττ  

because { } HGppD
2∈=D  is invariant. Hence both ( )oL  and HK  are 

connected integral manifolds of D  through .2 HGo ∈  It follows that 

( ),oLHK ⊂  

because ( )oL  is the leaf of D  through .o  Note that HK  is an open 
submanifold of ( ).oL  Let us show that the converse inclusion is also true. 
Since ( )oL  is compact, it is a complete Riemannian manifold with respect 
to the metric induced from .2 HG  Thus, any point ( )oLx ∈  can be 
jointed to o  by a broken geodesic of ( ).oL  Since HK  is a complete 
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totally geodesic submanifold of ( ),oL  we confirm that HK  contains this 
broken geodesic. Hence .HKx ∈  This shows ( ) .HKoL ⊂  We have 
verified that 

( ) .HKoL =  

Since both ( )oL  and H are compact (see Matsushima [16, Theorem 2,      
p. 56] again), K is also compact. It follows from (4.1) and (4.3) that 

,rankrank 2 KG =  

namely, K is a subgroup of maximal rank of .2G  Consequently, we have 

proved Proposition 4.1.  

It is known that a compact Kählerian homogeneous space HG2  is 
either 

( ) 2
22 or2 TGUG   (4.4) 

(cf. Bordemann et al. [7, p. 643]), where 2T  is a maximal torus of .2G  It 
is also known that a connected closed subgroup K of maximal rank of 2G  
is isomorphic to one of the following: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2,2,22,3 TUSUSUSU ×   (4.5) 

(cf. Borel and de Siebenthal [8, p. 219]). Taking (4.4) and (4.5) into 
consideration, we will demonstrate that ( ) ( ) ( ) ”“ ooo DDHGT 212 ⊕=  

cannot hold in two cases ( )222 UGHG =  and .2
22 TGHG =  

Remark 4.2. Two actions of 2G  on ( )22 UG  and on 2
2 TG  are 

almost effective but not effective. However, we hereafter assume that two 

actions of 2G  on ( )22 UG  and on 2
2 TG  are effective. Because, if 

necessary, one may consider two effective actions of ZG2  on 

( ) ( )( )ZUZG 22  and on ( ) ( )ZTZG 2
2  instead of them, and consider 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ,22,3 ZSUSUZSU ×  ( ) ZTZU 2,2  instead of (4.5), where Z 

denotes the center of .2G  
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Case ( ).222 UGHG =  Let {( ) } ( )211 2 UGppDD ∈=  and 

{( ) } ( )222 2 UGppDD ∈=  be two, non-trivial, invariant, integrable 

distributions on ( )22 UG  such that both ( )oL1  and ( )oL2  are compact, 

where ( )oLi  is the leaf of iD  through the origin ( ).22 UGo ∈  A 

connected closed subgroup K of maximal rank of 2G  satisfying ( ) KU ⊊2  

is either ( )3SU  or ( ) ( )22 SUSU ×  by (4.5). Therefore, Proposition 4.1 

assures that 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ).222or23 USUSUTUSUTD oooi ×=  

Since ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 2222dim,423dim =×= USUSUUSU  and ( ) ,102dim 2 =UG  

we conclude that ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ”“ ooo DDUGT 212 2 ⊕=  cannot hold. 

Case .2
22 TGHG =  Let {( ) } 2

211 TGppD ∈=D  and 

{( ) } 2
222 TGppD ∈=D  be two, non-trivial, invariant, integrable 

distributions on 2
2 TG  such that both ( )oL1  and ( )oL2  are compact, 

where ( )oLi  is the leaf of iD  through the origin .2
2 TGo ∈  A connected 

closed subgroup K of maximal rank of 2G  satisfying KT ⊊2  is either of 

the ( ) ( ) ( )22,3 SUSUSU ×  or ( )2U  by (4.5). By Proposition 4.1, we 

comprehend that 

( ) ( ( ) ) (( ( ) ( )) ) ( ( ) ).2or22,3 222 TUTTSUSUTTSUTD ooooi ×=  

It is natural that ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ,422dim,63dim 22 =×= TSUSUTSU  

( ) ,22dim 2 =TU  and .12dim 2
2 =TG  If ( ) ( ) ( ) ”“ ooo DDTGT 21

2
2 ⊕=  

holds, then ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ).3 2
21 TSUTDD ooo ==  However, such a case cannot 

occur by Lemma 4.3 below. Therefore, ( ) ( ) ( ) ”“ ooo DDTGT 21
2

2 ⊕=  

cannot hold and Theorem 1.2 holds. 
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Lemma 4.3. Let {( ) } 2
2 TGppD ∈′=′D  be an invariant distribution on 

2
2 TG  such that ( ) ( ) .2

2 ooo DDTGT ⊕′=  Then D′  cannot be integrable. 

Here D  is the invariant integrable distribution { } 2
2 TGppD ∈  

{ ( ( ( ) ))} ( ) .3 2
2

2
TGoog g

TSUTd ∈= ττ  

Proof. Let ( ).Lie: 22 T=t  Then 2t  is a maximal abelian subalgebra 

of ,2g  and 2g  is decomposed into the direct sum 

,
6

1

2
2 jV

j
θ

=
⊕= tg  

where jVθ  is an ad invariant-2t  subspace of 2g  and 2dim =θ jV  for 

each { };6,,1 …∈j  moreover, there exist a basis { }6
1,2,1 , =jjj XX  of 

jVj θ=
6

1  and roots ,: 2 R→θ tj  which satisfy 

( ) ( )
( )

( )
,

0

0
ad ,2,1 














µ

λ















θ

θ−
=

Z

Z
XXYZ

j

j
jj  

for any 2t∈Z  and jVXXY jj θ∈µ+λ= ,2,1  (cf. Toda and Mimura [21, 

Chapter 5]). Let { }21, αα  denote the set of simple roots in { } .: 6
1=

+ θ=∆ jj  

We assume that the Dynkin diagram of { }21, αα  is as follows: 

 

Note that in this case +∆  is described as 

{ }.,23,3,2,, 2212121211 αα+αα+αα+αα+αα=∆+  

In the setting, we are going to prove that the distribution D′  cannot be 

integrable. Let us identify ( )2
2 TGTo  with .6

1 jVj θ=  Since D′  and D  
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are invariant, ( )oD′  and oD  are given by combinations of ., +
θ ∆∈θ jjV  

Direct computation enables us to see that the combination of roots in +∆  
generating ( ) ( )( )3Lie3 SU=su  is one of the following: 

( ) { },,,1 2211 αα+αα  

( ) { },2,,2 21211 α+αα+αα  

( ) { },3,2,3 21211 α+αα+αα  

( ) { },23,2,4 212121 α+αα+αα+α  

( ) { }.,23,35 22121 αα+αα+α  

Accordingly, one of the following five cases only occurs 

( ) ( ) ,31 2211
2

αα+αα ⊕⊕== VVVDo tsu  

( ) ( ) ,32 21211 2
2

α+αα+αα ⊕⊕== VVVDo tsu  

( ) ( ) ,33 21211 32
2

α+αα+αα ⊕⊕== VVVDo tsu  

( ) ( ) ,34 212121 232
2

α+αα+αα+α ⊕⊕== VVVDo tsu  

( ) ( ) .35 22121 233
2

αα+αα+α ⊕⊕== VVVDo tsu  

Since { } 2
2 TGppD ∈=D  is integrable, it must satisfy [ ] ., 2

ooo DDD ⊕⊂ t  

Therefore, the last case (5) only occurs. In this case, ( )oD′  is as follows: 

( ) ,21211 2 α+αα+αα ⊕⊕=′ VVVD o  

because ( ) ( ) ooo DDTGT ⊕′=2
2  and ( )oD′  is given by a combination of 

.jVθ  Thus, it is impossible for ( )oD′  to satisfy ( ) ( )[ ] ( )ooo DDD ′⊕⊂′′ 2, t  

in this case. Consequently, {( ) } 2
2 TGppD ∈′=′D  cannot be integrable.   
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